Brief Reports are short papers which report on completed research which, while meeting the usual Physical Review standards of scientific quality, does not warrant a regular article (A. Here the dotted equality signs mean "to second order in
It is observed that the Einstein field equations R"-2 Rg"=8~GT"are equivalent to the physicogeometric statement: A local spherical region of radius r containing energy with moment of inertia I has the physical volume V(r) =(4~/3)(r + GI) in an associated free-falling frame of refer- (1) in the final member of (8), substituting the latter expression into (7), and identifying the moment of inertia of energy contained in the spherical region (about an axis through its center) as I = ( 8trr /15 ) Too, one obtains V(r) = (r'+GI) .
(9)
Rpp -2 gppR = 8wGTpp
(10)
Since the four-velocity of the spherical region is given by (u, u ', u, u ) =(1,0,0,0) in the free-falling frame, the Conversely, if (9) scalar-invariant form of (10) is (R""-, g"-R -8mGT. "")u "u =0 .
Suppose that (11), a necessary and sufficient condition for the validity of (9) 
